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Security Software Experience

o ArcSight® ESM
o Tenable®

o Tenable.IO™
o FireEye
o McAfee® Security Suite
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My internship with RTI was largely experiential, with more of a focus on learning and gaining corporate level cyber security experience. My experiences largely focused on being taught the high-level functions of corporate security software, as well as being shown the more intricate operations that they are capable of performing. While I can’t explicitly show the workings of these programs, I can however show you one of my tasks that I would do for the organization daily.



Spotting Phishing Emails
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Screenshot taken from Microsoft Outlook and censored to protect employee’s identity.

Email clearly not from Microsoft or RTI

Always a red flag

Obvious spelling mistakes

Informal sign-off with no formal footer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While I can’t show most of what I did, I can however show you one of my daily tasks, spotting phishing emails. One of the most obvious indicators is a name that doesn’t match the email address. If there is still doubt, there is typically a banner that indicates if the email is internal or external, however, that is not always the case. Typically there will also be grammar or spelling mistakes in the message body, and it typically requests an action with a degree of urgency. They tend to lack formal footers with company information, but that is also not always the case.



It Does Not Hurt to Double Check
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404 indicates an offline site.

This is the supposed “Microsoft” link.

Screenshot taken from virustotal.com, a free and public security tool.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If everything seems convincing, you might want to check where the hyperlinks really lead. While this link shows as harmless, it certainly doesn’t lead to any Microsoft or RTI sites, and likely showed safe since it is indicated that it is offline, but frequently attachments and links will show up as harmful from at least 1-2 sources. Virus Total compiles information from various security sites and shows results of scans to check links and files.



When All Else Fails, There Are Headers
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Screenshot taken from mxtoolbox.com, a free and public security suite.

The original email was shown as 
greg@parkwayservices.com.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes attackers will spoof email addresses, making it difficult to tell if an email is legitimate or not, especially if the email body is convincing on its own. In the email’s properties, we can analyze the email headers, which we can copy and put into online tools to parse and display its properties. Here we see a source email that varied greatly from what it says it was in the original email.
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Thank you
Contact: Daniel Malloy | email: internships@rti.org
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